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Faculty voice opinions on potential FBS move
Senate holds special meeting with administrators and consultants to debate athletics’ role at JMU
By IJ Chan, Anne Elsea
and Sean Cassidy
The Breeze

JMU administration is putting
together its plans for the future of the
athletics programs, and faculty want
their opinions heard.
The Athletics Department is seeking feedback from all facets of the JMU
community. The Faculty Senate held a
public meeting with Mark Warner, the
senior vice president of Student Affairs
and Academic Planning, JMU Athletics
Director Jeff Bourne, and Carr Sports
Consulting President Bill Carr Thursday and other community members
to make sure faculty needs are a part
of the decision and for faculty to hear
directly from the university about its

upcoming plans.
“Athletics support a greater university mission, and that involves faculty,
staff, students and community members,” Warner said.
The financing of the possible athletic conference move from the Colonial
Athletic Association were put at the
forefront of the discussion Thursday.
Carr Sports Consulting was the organization hired by JMU to conduct a
feasibility study on a possible conference move. Finances cited in the
meeting came from the report, which
was released two weeks ago at the fall
Board of Visitors meeting.
Seven percent of the total alumni
network have donated back to JMU,
as quoted at the meeting, which some
faculty had difficulty believing would
increase.

“It’s the alumni who really are pushing for this move, but they don’t seem
willing to pay for it … so the question
is, why can’t we pass that along to the
alumni who want this?” said accounting professor Tim Louwers. “I would be
very much in support of the move if it
was paid for by people who are calling
for this rather than it being passed onto
the students.”
Carr agreed, saying that the number of alumni donors needs to
“triple in a hurry” to help compensate for the lofty percentage paid for
by student fees before any kind of
conference realignment is possible.
The Carr Report projects that by 2019,
a move to Football Bowl Subdivision,
see SENATE, page 8
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Bill Carr, president of Carr Sports Consulting, was invited to the
Faculty Senate meeting Thursday to elaborate on the athletics
study released at the Board of Visitors meeting two weeks ago.

In the business of scaring
Local haunted forest, Twizted Creationz, brings screams and scares for more than a decade
By Joanna Morelli
The Breeze

matt schmachtenberg / the breeze

Duke Hall costs JMU about $42 million.

Building
an artist’s
dream
Newly-renovated Duke
Hall will house the
School of Art, Design
and Art History
By Steve Wildemann
contributing writer

The $42 million renovation of Duke
Hall will soon finally be home for the
School of Art, Design and Art History.
The construction of Duke Hall
started in summer 2012, and major
improvements include a new open
gallery court, a digital weaving loom
and a LEED certification.
Bill Wightman, director of the
School of Art, Design and Art History,
said by mid-November some faculty
will begin to move into the new building. Shipments of equipment will also
begin around this time. By the spring
semester, classes including art history
and fibers will be held in Duke Hall.
“The School of Art [Design] and Art
History had outgrown the space,” said
Bill Wyatt, associate director of communications and deputy university
spokesperson. “The building was out
of date and needed to be renovated
to meet the needs of the School of Art
[Design] and Art History.”
The School of Art, Design and Art
History is temporarily being housed
in Montpelier Hall and will relocate
to Duke Hall after the construction’s
completion.
The renovated design of Duke Hall
was done by GUND Partnership, an
architecture firm based in Cambridge,
Mass.
Wightman said Duke Hall was completely gutted and redesigned to make
space for studios for sculpture, 3-D
foundation arts, metal and jewelry,
drawing and painting.
In the new building, The LatimerShaeffer Theatre, which used to serve
as a performance space has been
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A creepy mannequin of a butcher inside the Twizted Creationz haunted
house is one of many mechanical props used to scare passing patrons.

see Twizted, page 5

Pumpkin
Chuckin’
Club Dodgeball goes
undefeated in
Halloween-themed
tournament.
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When you first arrive at Creative
Works Farm, it’s easy to be skeptical of
how frightening their haunted forest Halloween attraction could actually be. The
expansive 160-acre farm in Crimora, Va.,
about 37 minutes from Harrisonburg,
looks unassuming with its neatly-kept
acreage and farmhouse — but that’s
what will fool you.
Behind Scott and Cathy Balsley’s
home lies a Halloween wonderland, built
from 13 years of commitment to the holiday. The idea of the Balsley’s elaborate
Twizted Creationz haunted forest came,
strangely, from a wedding reception.
“The idea began with my little sister’s
wedding reception,” Scott Balsley said.
In 1999, the Balsleys hosted a haunted
forest for Scott’s sister’s October wedding.
Due to the success of the reception, the
family began hosting Halloween parties
annually, eventually even bringing the
performance in the Augusta County Fair.
“Then, it was just for fun, but the idea
grew,” Balsley said.
The idea quickly expanded to become
a popular Halloween attraction and
major source of donations to the American Cancer Society and Relay for Life; a
plaque in the main dressing room for the
“scare-ers” boasts a $25,000 donation.
The heart of the idea lies within the
volunteers responsible for building the
scenery and, of course, scaring.
Building the scenery of the haunted forest is no easy task. It’s split up
into themed sections visitors can walk

through — and get lost in — including
a graveyard, catacomb, crypt, swamp,
school, carnival and an impressive maze
of doors.
“We try to make a lot of new stuff every
year, at least revamp it every year so it
looks new. The graveyard, catacombs
and crypt are new,” Raymond Gochenour, the vice president of Creative Works
Farm, said. “After we got back from the
March haunt convention, we lost probably 40 trees to the snowstorm. We had
to go back and rebuild.”
Everything in the haunted forest is
handmade. According to Balsley, it takes
from March up until the day before opening to put all of the pieces of the haunted
forest together.
A giant hippo riding a tricycle and
an automated dummy named “Johnny
Methane,” whose digestive issues expel
flames from the top of the Porta Potty
he’s located in (he has his own YouTube
video of it, to boot) are just a few of the
intriguing and bizarre additions to the
attraction.
The most interesting part of the haunted forest is the 40 or more actors and
actresses who scare per night.
“It’s funny to see a grown man use
his girlfriend as a shield or see a grown
man lying on the ground in the fetal
position peeing himself,” Gochenour said. “You can take a grown man
and go through the woods, and he’ll
be petrified. You take a 5-year- or
10-year-old kid and they don’t mind.
It’s all in what your fears or phobias are.”

Junior Jeff Cooper (23) and senior Andrew Hassett (35) throw jack-o’-lantern- themed dogdgeballs during the Pumpkin Smash 2K13 tournament Saturday at UREC.
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Congresswoman
Boxer aims to take
debt limit off table
WASHINGTON — After the country
flirted with an unprecedented default on
its obligations this week for the second
time in three years, Sen. Barbara Boxer is
pushing a proposal to eliminate the debt
limit as a bargaining chip.
A bill by California Democrat Boxer,
would allow the president to request a
debt limit increase, and only a veto-proof
majority in both houses of Congress
could stop it. The measure would allow
members of Congress to voice their disapproval and tell their constituents they
voted against increasing the debt limit.
Boxer’s bill hasn’t attracted co-sponsors yet. The White House says the
authority to raise the debt limit rests
with Congress. Business and world
leaders worry that the fiscal fights could
send the U.S. and global economies into
a tailspin.
“It is the obvious way out,” Boxer said.
“America is so bruised by this.”
Boxer’s bill, the USA AAA Credit
Restoration Act, is based on a Republican idea: Senate Minority Leader
Mitch McConnell proposed it as part

of the 2011 Budget Control Act. The
Kentucky Republican, usually one
of President Barack Obama’s most
outspoken critics, helped broker a
compromise this week to end a 16-day
government shutdown and raise the
debt limit.
The deal only extends the U.S. Treasury’s borrowing authority through
early February, and just the possibility that the country could near default
again risks U.S. credit worthiness.
“If anyone thinks this brinksmanship is helping the nation, just look at
the ratings agencies,” Boxer said.
Fitch Ratings on Tuesday put the
U.S. on “rating watch negative,” a step
toward a credit downgrade. The disarray in Congress “dents confidence in
the effectiveness of the U.S. government and political institutions, and in
the coherence and credibility of economic policy,” Fitch wrote.
Standard & Poor’s took away the
country’s coveted AAA rating during
the last debt-limit crisis.
In 2011, the most conservative
Republicans in the House, emboldened by midterm election gains,
refused to increase the debt limit
unless they got major spending
cuts. They prevailed, and Congress
approved the Budget Control Act at
the last minute before a default.

Scientists raise
concerns about
$60 billion nuclear
weapons plan

9th circuit wrestles
with American flag
shirts and free
speech

The Energy Department’s plan to
modernize its aging nuclear weapons
complex and update the seven hydrogen bomb designs in the nation’s arsenal
would require massive investments at a
time of severe budget pressure.
As a result, the plan is getting a tough
assessment by outside groups, who say
congressional Republicans and Democrats are not fully on board with what
the Obama administration has proposed
over the last year: a $60 billion effort that
would transform industrial arms sites
across the nation and fundamentally
reconfigure existing weapon designs.
A report this week by the Union
of Concerned Scientists raises new
objections that the plan would require
construction of unnecessary facilities
and introduce untested combinations of
parts inside the bombs. The report also
confirmed concerns cited by nuclear
weapons experts that not enough routine testing and surveillance is being
conducted at bomb plants.

SAN FRANCISCO — A federal appeals
court wrestled with a case Thursday that
pits the right of students to wear American
flag T-shirts against the need for school
administrators to ensure campus safety.
A three-judge panel of the 9th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals, meeting in
San Francisco for arguments, appeared
inclined to accept that school officials
had reason to be concerned when several
boys showed up in U.S. flag shirts on Cinco
de Mayo in 2010 at a Northern California
high school where there had been racial
tensions.
But the judges did not clearly indicate
whether that concern for safety justified
a school official’s decision to tell the students to turn their shirts inside out or go
home. The students went home.
The court is considering whether to
revive a lawsuit against the Morgan Hill
Unified School District by parents of three
Live Oak High School students who wore
the T-shirts. A federal district judge had
dismissed the case.
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Mark Sanford’s
fiancee breaks
silence about
relationship
BUENOS AIRES, Argentina — Maria
Belen Chapur, the woman who won
former South Carolina Gov. Mark Sanford’s heart and ended any chance he’d
become the 2012 Republican presidential nominee, broke her long silence on
their romance Friday, telling an online
Argentine news outlet that she’s still
getting used to the idea of living with
an American politician.
“When we’re together, we live
together,” a visibly nervous Chapur
told Carlos Mira on InfobaeTV, the
new video streaming venture of the
website to which Chapur still contributes columns. “We’re itinerant, partly
in Washington, partly in Charleston.”
Although Sanford used to come to
Buenos Aires, “it’s more complicated
for him now” since he won election to
the U.S. House of Representatives. He
has not come to Argentina this year.
She, however, spends about half her
time in the Argentine capital.
“I’m happy,” she added.
The interview was the first time

Chapur has spoken openly about her
relationship with Sanford, whose extramarital affair with Chapur was revealed
in 2009 when he disappeared from the
governor’s mansion for days after telling his staff he was going to hike the
Appalachian Trail. Instead, he flew to
Argentina.
The two are now engaged, and Chapur appeared on stage with Sanford in
May when he declared victory in a special congressional election to replace
Tim Scott after Scott was named to the
U.S. Senate seat vacated by Jim DeMint.
But the Argentine has kept a decidedly low profile, refusing to speak to the
news media both during the campaign,
which featured negative publicity
generated by a trespassing complaint
against Sanford filed by his ex-wife, and
since he was sworn in.
On Friday, she said she was just
beginning to figure out her new life.
“I’m starting out, I can’t tell you
much yet,” Chapur said when asked
what it was like to live with an American politician. “What I can tell you is
that he works a lot and deeply loves his
country.”
She acknowledged that while she has
met Sanford’s four children, she has not
spent much time with them.
“I’ve seen them very little because
there isn’t much time, but, yes, they’re
doing great,” she said.

Belgian arrested
on suspicion of
‘terrorist acts’ in
Syria

Mexico drug cartel
honcho reportedly
killed by gunmen
dressed as clowns

BRUSSELS — An 18-year-old Belgian man was arrested on Saturday on
suspicion of carrying out terrorist acts
according to state prosecutors cited by
the Belga news agency.
The man, identified as Jejoen Bontinck, is suspected of having gone to
Syria at the behest of Fouad Belkacem,
the former spokesman of Sharia4Belgium, an Internet group promoting the
introduction of Islamic law to Belgium.
Bontinck denied this, telling media
outlets that he went to Syria for humanitarian reasons and worked as a driver
for medical workers.
Police arrested Bontinck at his mother’s house in Antwerp, and questioned
him for several hours.
He left for Syria on Feb. 22, according to Belga. He is suspected of having
fought with Islamist rebels opposing the regime of President Bashar
al-Assad.
Bontinck’s father reportedly traveled
twice to Syria to bring his son home,
to no avail.

MEXICO CITY — Gunmen dressed
as clowns burst into a children’s party
and shot to death the eldest brother
of one of Mexico’s largest and feared
drug-trafficking families, Mexican officials and press said Saturday.
Francisco Rafael Arellano Felix was
killed in Cabo San Lucas while attending the party.
Arellano Felix was the oldest of seven
brothers who ran the Tijuana drug cartel that once dominated that border
city. The group has been largely dismantled over the years, pushed out by
the rival Sinaloa cartel and pressured
by law enforcement; most of the other
brothers have been jailed or killed.
Francisco Arellano served time in a
Mexican prison in the 1990s for drug
and weapons crimes, arrested after the
slaying by traffickers of Roman Catholic
Cardinal Juan Jesus Posadas Ocampo.
Compiled from McClatchy-Tribune
wire services
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West Grace Street to
close next Wednesday
From Oct. 30 to Feb. 24 West Grace
Street will be closed to through traffic
from South Main Street to High Street
for sewer line and water line reconfigurations for new student housing project
on the site.
The R-11, C-6, 131 Grace St. and
United Way parking lots will still be
accessible from South High Street and
the S-lot will be accessible through
South Main Street.
Individuals using the faculty maintenance parking area will be asked to exit
only onto West Grace Street from the
University Services Building parking
area. Pedestrians will still be allowed
to travel on the street.
Harrisonburg

Florida man allegedly
robs gas station
Yesterday, at about 1:25 p.m., the
Harrisonburg Police Department
responded to a report about a robbery
that was taking place at the Liberty Gas
Station at 953 South High Street.
The suspect, Roland Edward Arellano, 22, from Florida, fled the scene
with an undisclosed amount of money
before officers arrived.
Police were able to locate Arellano shortly afterward in the 1100 block
of South High Street. Arellano was
taken into custody without incident
and taken to Rockingham County Jail.
Police have charged Arellano with robbery and grand larceny.

Three JMU teams compete and place high in international Google-hosted challenge
By Liz Dsurney
The Breeze

Not many people can claim to hold the
No. 1 place in the world in a Google-hosted
challenge.
The Google Online Marketing Challenge
is held every year for college students. The
challenge is a worldwide competition that lets
students create online marketing campaigns
using Google AdWords and Google+.
More than 50,000 students and professors
from 100 countries have participated in the
challenge in the past five years, according to
Google Online Marketing Challenge website.
A budget of $250 is provided by Google
to help students run and develop an online
advertising for any profit or nonprofit
business.
Groups design AdWords, or words that people use in a Google search, to get traffic to a
webpage they create.
The undergraduate and graduate practicum
courses are based around the challenge and
are held every spring. Overall, six teams from
JMU entered: four undergraduate and two
graduate teams.
2013 alumnae Shay Meadows, Lauren
Mason, Lindsay Hayes and Cortney Marchetto
entered the Google+ Social Media Marketing
Challenge, a section within the challenge, and
were named the global winners.

“Our team was committed
to win from day one.”
Lauren Mason

2013 marketing alumna

Virginia

Gubernatorial debate
likely to include only
McAuliffe and Cuccinelli
Robert Sarvis, the Libertarian gubernatorial candidate for Virginia, will
most likely not be included in the final
debate of the Virginia governor’s race
according to The Washington Post.
Cuccinelli, the Republican candidate, and Terry McAuliffe, the
Democratic candidate, will have their
third debate Thursday on Virginia
Tech’s campus. Sarvis was not included because he received 9.8 percent in
public polls. To be included, the rules
require a candidate to have at least 10
percent.
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Two graduate teams also entered the competition in the Social Impact section, which
gives money to the teams that place in the
top three. The team of Jeremy Vogan, Joshua Baugher, Scott Guengerich, Melissa Allen
and Baris Bilek won first place and received a
$15,000 prize that they will give to the Augusta
Regional SPCA.
The other graduate team, Chris Foster, Carla
Reese, Kelcey Troxell, Xavier Pickett, Craig
Honeycutt and Dale Richards won third place
in the Social Impact section. They received
$5,000 to donate to the Virginia Quilt Museum.
“One reason we [JMU] do well is because
they’re last semester seniors so they’ve developed a strong foundation of skills from all
their other business classes,” said marketing
professor and the groups’ adviser Theresa

Courtesy of Lindsay Hayes

Google grant recipients and JMU 2013 alumnae (from left) Shay Meadows, Lauren Mason, Lindsay
Hayes and Courtney Marchet developed online advertising for Valley Preferred Cycling Center.

Clarke said. “The students who typically take
this class are motivated and want to learn they
have to apply and be accepted. I think JMU
students, marketing in particular, are very
creative, strategically and analytically at the
same time.”
“Our team was committed to win from day
one,” Mason said. “I’m so happy that all our
efforts paid off. It really was an amazing learning experience and a huge résumé booster.”
The first place undergraduate team
chose the Valley Preferred Cycling Center
in Pennsylvania’s Lehigh Valley as their
business to advertise, which is a cycling track
for professional cyclists and teaches young
children to ride bikes. They chose VPCC
because Marchetto worked there previously.
Despite being second semester seniors, the
undergraduates worked hard until the end of
the challenge, June 14, because they enjoyed it.
Their team worked every day and an average
of 15-to-20 hours a week, according to Hayes.
“I knew it would prepare me the most,”
Hayes said. “I knew I wanted to pursue a
career in it.”
The undergraduate team advertised VPCC’s
services and events in an attempt to engage
the cycling community and increase online
traffic. Winners received computing devices
and a trip to Google Headquarters in California for students and their adviser.
“Every single day, every hour, we were
monitoring their Google+ page for a six-week
period of time,” Meadows said.
The group constantly modified their strategies and studied previous winners actions.

The Social Media Marketing option of the
challenge deals with awareness of nonprofits.
Through the challenge, members of the
teams found career paths.
“I’m really passionate about Google
AdWords and Google in general, so I seeked
out a company in the area where I live to find
that line of work,” Meadows said. “Taking this
class made me passionate about marketing,
and I turned around and found my dream job.”
Meadows now works for a company that
deals with online marketing after she discovered her love through the challenge.
Also finding a job in online marketing after
the challenge, Mason is now working in a public relations agency targeting government and
IT companies. She helps manage a Fortune
500 company’s blog and assists in the production of a daily e-newsletter.
The graduate team who took first place all
met each other on their first day of their MBA
classes. From then on, they worked in the
same groups for projects until they graduated.
“Until you started the challenge, you didn’t
know what to expect because it was a threeweek process,” Guengerich said. “It was avery
intense and fast paced because you’re constantly making changes.”
He’s now working as a financial and
accounting controller in Charlottesville.
“We had a blast; it was intense,” Guengerich
said. “And it was icing on the cake that we
could give money to the SPCA.”
Contact Liz Dsurney at
breezenews@gmail.com.

duke | Completion will bring Rose’s ‘Decade of the Arts’ vision to a close
from front

transformed into an open gallery court with 40-foot columns and
a curtain wall that will allow one to look into the new 3,000 square
foot main gallery. The gallery court space is designed for large group
functions and the main gallery is for exhibitions of artwork.
Junior studio art major Jessica Camilli believes that having a communal location where students can meet and influence each other
will be beneficial for the JMU arts program.
“Having classes in the Studio Center is alright, but it definitely
lacks some resources that I think the renovated Duke Hall will be
able to provide,” she said. “I also have a lot of materials to carry to
and from class. So hopefully Duke Hall will have some storage areas
for these materials that will help lighten my load.”
Art students are hoping that the new building will bring more
attention and recognition to the program.
“I think having Duke Hall in such a central location on the Quad
will help increase the awareness of JMU’s art program and help
solidify the art major,” Camilli said.
Camilli also thinks that traveling to Duke Hall will be safer for

students who have classes at night, considering the walk to the Studio Center at night can give an uneasy feeling.
The building will also be up to date on health and safety standards. For example, in the third floor painting studio, the ventilation
systems have been designed to continuously pull the air through the
room to reduce the chemicals in the air and keep the students from
breathing in paint fumes. The facility will also hold a Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design Silver rating of sustainability.
Although current freshmen never had the chance to study in the
original Duke Hall, they are excited to work in the newly upgraded
facilities.
“The new building will impact the art program in a big way,” said
Elliott Sellers, a freshman studio art major. “A big part of art is what
inspires you, and in a new state-of-the-art building, the possibilities
are endless. With the integration of new technology, an entirely new
arts environment will be created for the JMU community.”
A new technology piece will be in the fibers lab in the new facility will house a TC-2 loom — a digital weaving loom — all the way
from Norway. This will be the first TC-2 loom to ever be housed in
the United States.

Local restaurants robbed

Originally built in 1967, Duke Hall was home to classrooms, studios and faculty offices for the music, theatre and art departments
and the main performance space for the School of Theatre and
Dance.
Wightman said former JMU President Linwood Rose called 20002010 the “Decade of the Arts.” The goal of this decade was to improve
the outdated arts facilities in the original Duke Hall and give both
the visual arts and the performing arts programs new facilities to
meet each program’s needs, according to Bill Wightman, director
of the School of Art and Art History.
The first project in the initiative was the construction of the Forbes
Center for the Performing Arts, which was completed in 2010.
The completion of Duke Hall will finally complete Rose’s Decade
of the Arts initiative and will have made the goals of this initiative
a reality, Wightman said.
“The continuous support of the administration and JMU
community really shows the commitment JMU has to fostering an arts community here on campus,” Wightman said.
Contact Steve Wildemann at wildemse@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Suspects also caused $1,300 of damage to four businesses

-staff report
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The Harrisonburg Police Department responded to four commercial
burglaries between 12 a.m. and 5:30
a.m. on Oct. 15 on S. Carlton Street.
The alleged burglars forced entry,
committed property damage and stole
items from Little Caesars Pizza, Arby’s,
El Rancho and Dairy Queen.
Police suspect that the burglaries
were executed by two or more individuals. While the stolen items were
of minor value, the property damage
was estimated to be at least $1,300. The
police are still collecting evidence and
surveillance videos and have photos of
the suspected burglars.
Police are asking anyone with information on this case to contact HPD
Criminal Investigations Division at
540-437-2640.
Anyone with additional information
who wishes to remain anonymous is
asked to call Crime Solvers at 540-5745050. Tipsters may also text “HPD”
plus the tip to CRIMES (274637).
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jillian paul / the breeze

Four local restaurants were buglarized last Tuesday. Police are
continuing to gather evidence and images of the suspects.

1625 East Market Street
Harrisonburg, VA
(in Market Square East Plaza)
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Letter to the Editor

Short reading week
would benefit students

Kat McDearis / contributing cartoonist

Jessica Williams | in plain English

Mark Zuckerberg continues to screw over parents
With new Facebook privacy policy, teens are getting more freedom and parents are getting more headaches
Let’s drop the “What about the
children?” act and start asking
the real question: “What about
the parents?”
Every time
Facebook
changes its
privacy policy
the parents of
the world have
to scramble
to come up
with new rules
and Internet
restrictions to make sure their kids
aren’t sending dirty messages to
their friends, or getting bullied
or catfished by an old man
pretending to be a cool tween.
As college students, we might
think, “Who cares?” But soonerthan-later we’re going to have kids,
too. And if we let Mark Zuckerberg,
CEO of Facebook, continue to
screw over today’s parents with
shifty privacy policies and targeted
advertisements, we’re going to be
even more screwed by the time
our kids are old enough to use
social media (which, at this rate,
will be around the time they start
kindergarten).
If you haven’t heard, the latest
policy aims to give teens more
freedom on Facebook by allowing
their posts to be viewed publicly,
not just by their friends. This
is largely due to the fact that
Facebook is losing teen users
fast and I’m willing to bet that’s
because all of their parents have
joined the site because they don’t
trust the ever-changing privacy
policies. See how that works?
Increased freedom on Facebook
looks great for the average 14-yearold looking to make their One
Direction lip-syncing video go
viral, but not for others, especially
since 7.5 million Facebook users
are below the minimum age
(13), according to PC Magazine,
meaning they’re lying about their
birth dates and would be included

Overall, having some
time off during the
week before exams
would be extremely
beneficial, not just for
student’s grades, but
their sanity too. I know
a lot of students who
have come home crying
because they didn’t get
enough time to prepare.

Courtesy of MCT Campus

in this group.
I couldn’t care less if ten-yearolds are allowed to post angst-filled
public statuses or videos (though
they’ll be embarrassed about
it years later). Nothing on the
Internet is private, anyway. But I do
care about protecting them from
other people, especially those who
might believe they’re older than
they are. Less privacy on Facebook
means kids and teens are more
susceptible to bullying and online
predators.
There have already been multiple
cases in recent years of teens
committing suicide because of
cyber bullying on social media. I
understand that the mediums are
not as much to blame as the teens.
After all, they do make their own
decisions. But why tempt them?
Why not make the Internet as safe
as possible for that age group and
stop the source before they have a
chance to start?
“Facebook said numerous
other sites and mobile apps,

from big players like Twitter and
Instagram to lesser-known ones like
ask.fm and Kik, allowed teenagers
to express themselves publicly,”
according to The New York Times.
But it’s so much easier to make
Twitter private than it is Facebook.
For one, Twitter doesn’t change
its privacy policy every three days.
And users don’t have to jump
through hoops to make their
profiles private. One click: “Protect
my tweets.” That’s it. Then it’s just
you, the NSA and the Library of
Congress.
And when one form of social
media changes its policies, it
affects the others, too. Facebook
could start a trend of diminishing
privacy on social sites, which is
going to create a lot more work
for parents. In fact, if it gets much
worse than it already is, kids and
teens are going to be banned from
using these sites altogether, which
means a loss of revenue.
Facebook, like any company,
implements policy changes to

make sure users are getting the
most out of its product. However,
Zuckerberg is responding to the
wants of the few instead of the
needs of the many. Fewer than
10 percent of Facebook users are
under 17 years old, according to
Chron. The average Facebook user
is 40 years old (and probably trying
to reconnect with old high school
friends). So the company would
hardly suffer if they reverted back
to the old policy, taking public
posting away from teens.
Parents have a hard enough
job keeping up with all of the
technology coming out each
year. Why not make their jobs a
little easier and keep Facebook
as safe as possible for their kids?
Zuckerberg, one day you might
have a teen, too.
Jessica Williams is a senior
English and writing, rhetoric
and technical communication
double major. Contact Jessica
at breezeopinion@gmail.com.

material for art is better than it
getting thrown away in the first
place.
Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org

A “you-scared-the-s---out-of-us” dart to the guy who
started taking pictures with a flash
without warning in Market One.
From the women who didn’t see
you and thought the ceiling was
exploding.
A “thanks-for-doing-yourpart-to-end-world-hunger” pat
to Jessica at Chopsticks in Festival
for serving gloriously large portion
sizes.
From a hungry Duke.
A “how-rude” dart to the
professor who snapped at two
students talking about class in the
hallway.
From a student who didn’t
appreciate being spoken to like a
badly behaved dog.

Editorial
Policies
The Breeze
MSC 6805 G1
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Harrisonburg, VA 22807

What’s the one thing you hate
most about finals week? Never
finding a free place to study? The
line for Starbucks? Taking the
finals only to find out you studied
all the wrong things? For me,
it’s never having enough time to
prepare for these make-or-break
exams.
But JMU’s Faculty Senate may
have created a solution to this
problem. A few teachers proposed
having a four day “reading week”
after classes end so that students
could use the time to study or
read for their finals. It would free
up space at the library because
“crunch time” would be more
spread out. This seems like a winwin proposal until we consider
who we are talking about.
Not every party animal here
may utilize these extra days as
they should. So doesn’t it seem
like they would just be giving
the student body another spring
break? Having so much time
before exams, I’m not sure anyone
would use all the allotted time for
studying, finals would seem so far
off. Allowing students an entire
week off of classes may not deliver
the most academic results.

A “where-would-I-be-withoutyou?” pat to the Madison
Marauders Quidditch team.
From a woman who is happy to
have found a home and a family
with you amazing people.
A “you-were-our-heart-andsoul” pat to Mark Waugh from
JMU debate.
From your friends who know you
were taken from us far too soon,
but will always be remembered.
A “way-to-be-hypocritical”
dart to The Breeze for saying
that students who use their old
newspapers as material for their
art are not respecting those who
write for The Breeze.
From students who think
re-using your old newspapers as

A “thank-you-for-finallyaddressing-it” pat to the author
of the JMU Makeouts article.
From a woman who is sick of the
Twitter account.
A “thanks-for-the-asthmaattack” dart to those on campus
that feel the need to douse
themselves in perfume or cologne.
From a staff member who is tired
of walking through your stench
and thinks you need to be more
considerate of those around you.
A “you-couldn’t-even-makeit-to-your-room-could-you?”
dart to the couple who were
canoodling on the front step of
their South Main house.
From a disturbed student who
wishes you’d get a room.
An “I-needed-this” pat to my
mother for taking a break to come

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions
through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no longer than 250
words. Guest columns must be no more than 650 words.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and
if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze assumes
the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.
Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail
and must include name, phone number, major/year if author is a current
student (or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable) and place
of residence if author is not a JMU student.
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News Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Alana Scharlop
OPINION EDITOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jessica Williams

But shortening the reading
“week” to Wednesday through
Friday would benefit everyone.
Because students have to be
attentive for classes on Monday
and Tuesday, it would eliminate an
all week binge and keep students
in an academic mood. And if some
students do use the time to relax
and catch up on Netflix shows,
maybe that is what they need
during such a stressful week.
Overall, having some time off
during the week before exams
would be extremely beneficial, not
just for student’s grades, but their
sanity too. I know a lot of students
who have come home crying
because they didn’t get enough
time to prepare.
Finals can make or break your
grade no matter how hard you
worked during the semester.
Something that important
warrants more than 24 hours to
prepare for.
Christa Goad
English major
Class of 2014

visit me.
From a happy student who
is cuddling with her dogs and
enjoying some family time.

Copper Beach.
From a student who doesn’t
want to jump through rings of fire
to visit her friends across town.

A “we-came-we-saw-weconquered” pat to my roommate
who built a blanket fort with me
on a Saturday night to drink and
be merry in.
From a stressed senior who loves
having the heart of a seven-yearold in a 21-year-old’s body.

A “may-the-odds-be-everin-your-favor” pat to the brave
tribute who volunteered to
take Primrose’s white mocha at
Starbucks the other night.
From a fellow District 12 fan
who couldn’t help but smile at the
reenaction.

A “you’ve-changed” dart to the
new table arrangement at Market
One.
From a senior who misses the
convenience of walking space.

An “I’d-rather-be-inspired”
pat to that beautiful quote in the
Forbes tunnel and those who
completed it.
From a junior who hates being
accosted by organizations 15 times
a day.

A “remember-when-wecouldn’t-double-punch-onFridays?” pat to the Class of 2014.
From a woman who feels really
old now.
A “where’d-you-go-I-missyou-so” dart to the bus that
used to run from Pheasant Run to

A “midterm-mayhem” dart to
the month of October for being
one of the busiest of the school
year.
From a student who is counting
the days until Thanksgiving and
winter break and finding that there
are way too many of them left.

“To the press alone, chequered as it is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all the triumphs which have been gained by reason
and humanity over error and oppression.”
— james madison, 1800
Life Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mary Kate White
life editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Natalie Johnson
Sports Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hayley Thompson
sports editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . wayne epps Jr.
Copy Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kortney frederick
copy editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . dylan garner
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Photo Editor. . . . . . . . . . Matt Schmachtenberg
Design Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ali Williams
Graphics Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jillian Paul
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SNL to JMU
Saturday Night Live’s Nasim
Pedrad visited JMU Thursday night
to talk to students about how she
made her way onto one of the most
popular sketch comedy shows. She
also advised students on how to
get into comedy, emphasizing the
importance of learning how to write
sketches or scripts.
Much of Pedrad’s stand-up
centered on her growing up in the
U.S. with Iranian parents. She also
impressively impersonated Kim
Kardashian and recounted meeting
the reality starlet and being asked to
perform the impersonation.
The event was put on by the
University Program Board, and filled
the Wilson Hall auditorium orchestra
section with students who hoped to
get advice and a good laugh from a
comedy professional.

Mark owen / The bReeze

twiZted | ‘Lots of people come
back every year — it’s like a family‘

BOOK review

Beyond the storm

‘Five Days at Memorial’ gives insight into aftermath of Katrina

from front

DANIELLE EPIFANIO / CONTRIBUTING PHOTOGRAPHER

A girl dressed as a zombie bride is among the
cast of more than 40 actors and actresses
working the haunted house every weekend.

Gochenour added that his favorite part of participating as a scarer is to get something Creative
Works Farm calls a “Code Yellow” — when visitors
pee their pants from being scared.
“We actually have a board, and we keep track of
that,” Gochenour fessed.
The haunted forest is more than just an attraction; it’s a community, as well.
“I’ve been volunteering for quite a few years
now,” Scott Mitchell, another volunteer at the
haunted forest, said. “I help out with carpentry,
and I try to do different things every year when I
get into character. Both my wife and I are involved;
it’s a family thing. I’ve known Scott Balsley since I
was 6 years old, we’ve been best friends since the
first grade. After I got back from the military, Scott
was just starting this up, so I got involved.”
The volunteers can form a close bond through
the hard work, as well as fun and fright, put into
the attraction.
“The volunteers all take field trips together,”
Mitchell said. “The camaraderie between the teammates is amazing. Lots of people come back every
year — it’s like a family.”
In past years the attraction’s proceeds have gone
to the American Cancer Society, but they now go to
a summer camp for disabled and at-risk children
called Camp LIGHT.
Some might think that an expansive haunted
attraction requiring a lot of upkeep and a camp to
benefit the entire Shenandoah community would
be too much to handle.
“We’re not afraid to dream big,” Balsley said.
The haunted forest at Creative Works Farm is open
this Friday and continues until Nov. 2. Tours begin at
dark and finish at 11 p.m. Admission is $10 per person.
Contact Joanna Morelli at
moreljr@dukes.jmu.edu.

COURTESY OF MCT Campus

Sheri Fink, a Pulitzer Prize-winning investigative reporter, documents the squalor and suffering of
hospital patients after Hurricane Katrina. Fink has also investigated the status of doctors in Kosovo.
By Raven Beaty
contributing writer

As the hurricane rages on, the lower floors
flood after the levees break. The generators
stop running, cutting off all electricity in
the hospital. No air conditioning causes
temperatures to rise. The rawness of
humanity begins to creep through the pages
as the situation worsens.
In “Five Days at Memorial: Life and Death
in a Storm-Ravaged Hospital” Sheri Fink
takes an in-depth look into what occurred
within the walls of New Orleans’ Memorial
Hospital during Hurricane Katrina. Fink’s
original The New York Times Magazine story,
“The Deadly Choices at Memorial,” won the
2010 Pulitzer Prize for investigative reporting.
In “Five Days at Memorial,” different
accounts from selected individuals give the
reader a closer look into what took place in
the hospital. Accounts from doctors, nurses,
government officials, lawyers, patients,
relatives and close friends are brought
together so smoothly that it begins to read
more like a narrative than an investigative
account. During Katrina, Memorial Medical
Center served as a haven for hospital
employees, patients and families, illustrated
through Fink’s description of “hospital life
and family life intertwined.”
Fink gives a historic account of Memorial’s
past, showing that it has often served this
purpose during hurricanes.
It’s apparent that several of the doctors
and nurses have close relationships with
the patients they work with daily. But these
relationships begin to deterioate as disaster
hits the hospital.
As the doctors and nurses find themselves

in difficult situations regarding the wellbeing of their patients, the reader begins to
sympathize. Exhaustion is expected, stress
is reasonable and fear of what is to come is
impending.
Conditions worsen in the hospital and
throughout the city, and frustration and
disbelief arise from the accounts of the
unpreparedness of it all. The line between
what is moral and immoral begins to blur
with the introduction of the triage system.
The daughter of a patient sarcastically tells
a nurse, “When I made my mother’s DNR, I
did not know it meant ‘do not rescue.’” At this
point, the catalyst of the things to come is
discovered.
Dr. Anna Pou serves as the scapegoat
during Part Two, which is fittingly named
“Reckoning.” She serves as both a literal and
symbolic reference to the morality behind the
treatment several patients may or may not
have received at Memorial.
“It is hard for any of us to know how we
would act under such terrible pressure,” Fink
says.
This reflects the questions that arise on
Pou’s journey to her “salvation” and the
public’s journey to discovering the truth. The
readers’ own morals are challenged as the
“characters” they have come to know fall from
perfection and become something more real,
more human. Regrets are soon turned into
reality. While the reader awaits Pou’s “fate,”
they revisit the walls of Memorial often and
are reminded of how what is humane and
what is barbaric is not clearly defined during
times of disaster.
Contact Raven Beaty at
beatyrp@dukes.jmu.edu.

Fear Forest & Fear Crops
where only the trees can hear you scream

Visit:

$17 for both events
or $10 per event

Fear Forest- A four tenths of a mile walking haunted woods trail

Fear Crops- an interavtive haunted hay

wagon ride where you shoot zombies and
they shoot back
fearforest.net

Directions from JMU:

-Go east on port republic
-Take a left onto 276
-Take the first right on
Oak Shade Road
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Over Sixty Retailers and Eateries.

SECURE YOUR SPOT

APPLY TODAY
FOR FALL 2014
STONEGATEHOUSING.COM

WALK TO CLASS THROUGH THE
EDITH J. CARRIER ARBORETUM

on city bus route • walk to class • roommate matching available
fully furnished • private bathrooms • pet friendly • ﬁtness center

Shop Every Day
TheValleyMall.com

540.442.4496 • 1820 Putter Court

Facebook.com/shopvalleymall

NOW A FULLY GATED COMMUNITY
•

walk to class • FREE Gold’s gym membership on shuttle bus route
individual leases
• fully furnished • private bedrooms • free tanning
roommate matching available • access to Stone Gate & South View amenities

Sports
Crew flow

SOUND OFF

Give your feedback on the future of JMU athletics
at jmu.edu/madisonfuture.
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CLUB CREW

Student-led team overcomes challenges to compete at high level

JILLIAN PAUL / THE BREEZE

The JMU club crew team competes with both four-person boats and eight-person boats and bothtypes include a coxswain who coordinates the boat. In an eight-person boat, the coxswain sits in the stern
(the back), facing the rest of the rowers; the stern pair sets the pace; the “engine room” are the two rowers who are the strongest and the bow pair usually are the rowers with the best technical skill.
By LUCY PLANT
contributing writer

It’s 5:30 a.m. and about 30 students are huddled outside
the campus bookstore, their breath visible in the dark of the
morning. No one else on campus is up. They take a 30-minute drive to the South Fork of the Shenandoah River and
have a two-hour workout. This is what the JMU crew club
does every Monday through Friday.
“I don’t think you can wake up this early without loving
the sport,” said junior hospitality major Kristen Gratton and
vice president of the team. “When I woke up this morning it
was so cold I just wanted to crawl into bed.”
Some think rowing is all about arms. But it’s mostly legs,
abs and a small portion of arms. The seats in the boat are
mounted on tracks so the rowers can push off and get the
most from their thrust. The coxswain — the coordinator
of the boat — sits at the bow facing the rowers and shouts
commands.
“It’s cool because when you’re racing, you can see the
other teams’ faces as you pass them,” said Sarah Opatz, coxswain and team secretary.
The coed team goes out on the water anytime there’s no
strong current, lightning or fog. But sometimes weather
forces the team to cancel practice after arriving to the river
in the morning.
The club is completely student-run, which is rare.
“The other teams have all these professional coaches, and

we’re here racing big full-on races, and we’re doing it all on
our own,” assistant coach and senior modern foreign languages major Rachel Barnett said. “We’re the newest team
out there. So when we do beat people, it’s a big deal for us
because that means that we worked extremely hard to get
there.”
Being completely student-run means that the team does
everything from coordinating regattas on their own to making the travel arrangements. The team has a nine-person
executive board that makes most of the decisions.
“I think it’s really fun to kind of play play with things and
figure out how to do it all,” said Maggie Goetzman, regatta
coordinator and senior hospitality management major. “But
it’s difficult, it’s a lot more of a difficult job than I thought it
was going to be when I joined the exec board.”
The members work diligently to get funding
The team gets some funding from the University Recreation Center, but rowing is an extremely expensive sport. A
new boat can cost $30,000 at least.
“We do have to fundraise a lot,” Barnett said. “That’s a
very important aspect of the team. Last year we worked at
Kings Dominion, we’ve had carwashes in the past, proceeds
nights, letter-writing campaigns and Convocation Center
cleanup after basketball games. Every cent counts.”
To raise money last year, the team had parents bid on
picking the name for another boat, and the winner picked
Duke Dog Pride. Before that the Dukes just called it The
Moneymaker.

The team owns eight boats, only six of which are usable.
It has “fours,” boats that hold four rowers, and “eights.” The
fours are only a few feet shorter than the eights because the
lack of personal space on the boats means four more people don’t take up much more room. They just bought the
Cavalier, a 1996 model to replace one of the older wooden
boats. They also have The Rowin’ Wreck (bought last year
to replace The Big Nasty), The Carpe Diem, The Hell or High
Water and The Sledge.
The team races 5Ks: 20-25-minute races in the fall. In the
spring, the team does 2K sprints, which are approximately
seven to eight minutes long.
The Dukes are usually more competitive in the spring
because members use the strength they gained while training in UREC all winter. The team’s equipment is also less of a
handicap because the boats’ weight matters less in shorter
races.
Before 2007, when the team got its first boats, only an
“Erging” Club existed. An erg is an exercise machine that
simulates the rowing stroke. Since then, members have built
their own dock and boathouse with boat and oar racks.
“Before this, we had a trailer with racks on it parked
up the hill and that’s what we had to store the boats
on,” said coach and president senior Cari Rand, a
geology major. “They were out in the rain and the
snow and the wind, so this is a lot better for them.”
see CREW, page 8

WOMEN’S SOCCER (13-4)

Ending on a high note
JMU shuts out the College of Charleston on Senior Day

BRIAN PRESCOTT / THE BREEZE

Freshman forward Sydney Braun-McLeod scored one of JMU’s three goals in Sunday’s shutout win.

By ANDY LOHMAN
contributing writer

Senior forward Lauren Wilson scored two goals
on Senior Day for JMU women’s soccer in a 3-0 win
over the College of Charleston Cougars yesterday.
Freshman forward Sydney Braun-McLeod
scored with under two minutes left in the game
to seal the victory.
Wilson’s first goal came in the 63rd minute
when senior defender Becky Sparks played a long
ball from her own half of the field 60 yards to the
forward. Wilson sped past the defender to win the
ball and then finished the goal to the far post.
“I saw she was up there by herself,” Sparks said.
“I knew she was faster than the defender.”
Two minutes later, Wilson received a pass from
redshirt junior defender Sam Lofton in the box and
shot past freshman goalkeeper Lauren Killian to
double the lead. Wilson’s two goals give her 29
for her career, which is tied for the seventh most
in JMU history.
“It was nice to have support and confidence
behind me,” Wilson said. “The team knew it was
coming.”
In the 89th minute, freshman defender Jennie
Sroba’s shot on goal was cleared off of the line by
a Cougar defender. After a scramble in the box,
Braun-McLeod took a shot that went off the far
post and into the goal to put the Dukes up 3-0.
“Some [wins] are easier than others,” head
coach David Lombardo said. “We knew it’s been
a tough season for them.”
Before the floodgates opened in the second half,
neither team could find an offensive rhythm. JMU
looked for opportunities mostly by playing long
balls to the forwards on the flanks. However, the
resulting crosses never found anybody in the box.
Charleston could barely find any offensive
momentum, registering only four shots and one
corner kick the entire game. Sophomore goalkeeper Ellen Forrest only had to make one save to
record a shutout.
“They were comfortable to sit back,” Lombardo
said. “That’s frustrating, it was hard to find offensive space.”
The Cougars’ best scoring opportunities came
through senior forward McCallie Jones. Shortly
after Wilson’s second goal, Jones took a shot on a
breakaway that hit off the crossbar, bounced on the
line, and was cleared by junior defender Shannon

Rano yesterday.
Jones also took flip throw-ins in the attacking
third of the field that soared dangerously into the
JMU box. Flip thrown-ins involve a player doing a
front flip, using the ball for support while inverted
and releasing the ball at the apex of the flip to create more velocity and distance on the throw.
Senior day was a special game for Wilson,
Sparks and senior midfielder Haley Miller. Before
the game, the seniors were honored with their parents and each player had their number painted on
the field in the center circle.
Former Dukes starter and current team manager Olivia Tomoff was also honored.
“It’s very special,” Lombardo said. “They came
in 2010 and helped us win a conference championship, hopefully we can do the same for them
this year.”
Sunday’s win wasn’t just about the seniors. The
Dukes were comfortable in their lead and Lombardo was able to put in players who normally
don’t see the field much. Freshman defender
Jennie Sroba, redshirt sophomore defender Isabel Chang and junior midfielder Kelly Abt all are
players who normally stay on the sideline but got
playing time today.
“It’s great,” Wilson said of the shared playing
time. “They work just as hard as we do.”
Charleston has now lost 10 consecutive games
and fell to 2-13 overall and 0-6 in the Colonial Athletic Association. The win was JMU’s fifth in a row
and the 11th win in the past 12 games. The Dukes
are now 13-4 overall and 5-1 in the CAA.
“We took care of business today,” Sparks said.
“I think we have a lot of potential.”
JMU remains fifth in the latest NSCAA MidAtlantic Region poll; fellow conference member
William & Mary is ranked third. The Dukes’ 2-1
win over UNC-Wilmington on Friday clinched a
berth into the CAA tournament.
“We’re looking to recognize how close we are
to something special,” Lombardo said. “There’s
only a handful of teams in the country that have
13 wins.”
The Dukes travel to Northeastern on Friday and
Hofstra next Sunday to finish the regular season.
The CAA tournament begins Nov. 3 at a site to be
determined.
CONTACT Andy Lohman at
lohmanar@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Fall ball

CLub dodgeball

Club dodgeball goes 3-0 in Pumpkin Smash 2K13 tournament Saturday
By William Mason
The Breeze

james chung / the breeze

Dodgeball used orange balls painted as jack-o’-lanterns in its Pumpkin Smash 2K13 tournament Saturday.

As some seek out frights with Halloween
approaching, the club dodgeball team provided a fright of its own in the form of flying
jack-o’-lanterns.
Well not quite, but the team did hold its first
JMU Pumpkin Smash 2K13 tournament Saturday,
named after the orange balls the team spraypainted jack-o’-lantern faces on. Heading into the
tournament, the team was ranked second after
a perfect 3-0 start to the season. In those three
games, the Dukes managed to rack up 14 points
against the opposition and conceded only one.
During this weekend’s tournament held in
the University Recreation Center, JMU had three
consecutive victories against Towson (8-1), Penn
State (7-3) and Maryland (4-3).
This early dominance is a positive sign for the
rest of the season, but is perhaps more impressive
considering the team is only in its third season
— it was formed in 2011 by captain Christopher
Hess.
“Me and a couple of my friends here were playing intramural [dodgeball] and we didn’t really
like it,” the senior computer science and sports
management double major said. “But we did like
playing dodgeball and we wanted to be part of a
more competitive scene, so we found the league,
we play in the NCDA, the National Collegiate
Dodgeball Association, and we now found ourselves ranked second in the country.”
This great start is very important for the team
because the better the ranking, the better the
seeding is for nationals. Rankings are based on
the number of points each team accumulates
during matches. This weekend proved to be a
great way to build points against JMU’s fellow
East Coast opposition.
The scheduling for dodgeball events is facilitated online.
“We have an online forum where we talk to

captains, and presidents from the East Coast
talk to each other,” Hess said. “We are all really
close with each other which makes events easy
to organize.”
While JMU remains close to its East Coast
peers, Hess does admit that these teams don’t
always provide the best competition.
“We’re new on the scene, and dodgeball is
new on the East Coast, so teams here aren’t
usually as good as teams from the Midwest and
on,” he said.
The team looks to continue its dominance
on the East Coast as it expands its reach. JMU
already beat Maryland, Towson and VCU in the
Beltway Bash tournament at Towson on Sept. 28.
“This year we have four or five freshman starters who came out of a group of over 200 who
came to try out,” Hess said. “The word has really
gotten out at how awesome dodgeball is, which
means so many people want to join. We had to
cut the initial group down to 40 and from there
we could only take 15.”
This expansion is welcome by the members
who have been a part of the club since its start.
The team’s growth and success opens up more
opportunities.
“We get to go away to far places like Chicago
and we get to play a great game we love and get
to spend time with our friends, no wonder everyone wants to be part of dodgeball,” said president
and junior dietetics major Ben Sizemore.
The team has exceeded expectations from its
start and the winning tradition has always been
present.
“We went to nationals our freshman year,”
junior captain and justice studies major Brent
Groner said. “We were not predicted to go anywhere and we ended up getting fifth in just our
first year.”
Only time will tell how far they will go this year.
Contact William Mason at
mason3wj@dukes.jmu.edu.

senate | Transparency in strategic planning a priority for JMU Athletics
from front

the next step up for JMU in athletics, will increase
alumni donations per year from $2 to $4 million.
“Long term, to fund what we have has to come
from several revenue sources. Right now, as you
all know, there is a heavy part of that is fee-based
on the students,” Bourne said.
“I know, I write that [tuition] check every
semester, so I get that.”
Bourne went on to say that wherever JMU
were to move, it would take five or six years
for additionally generated revenue to decrease
the percentage of student fees needed to fund
athletics.
In the current CAA conference, JMU student fees contribute to almost 80 percent of
the approximately $33 million cost of funding
athletics — $27.3 million, according to a report
by the Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission, a Virginia oversight agency.
The Carr Report’s sample projection for 2019
states that a move to any of the three sample FBS conferences would mean the overall
dependence on student fees would range from
72.7 percent to 74.8 percent of the total cost of
athletics. Although it varies depending on the
conference JMU may switch to, the studentfunded cost would be around $38 million, and
the overall budget would increase to about $53
million. The student fees-funded percent of the
total budget would decrease, however the dollar
amount per student would increase, according
to the report.
Warner said athletics directly supports JMU’s
mission, and he and the strategic planning team
consider it to be a core quality.
“When we look at our history, developing that
total student has always been a part of that history,” Warner said. “Our wellness initiatives and
our recreation we have very tight partnerships
with the academic part of the university.”
He said other academic programs at JMU
have direct links to the athletic program, such as
the sports medicine and kinesiology programs,
where students work side-by-side with athletes.
It’s these programs that also benefit from possible advancement.
But physics professor Kevin Giovanetti disagreed with Warner.
“I don’t tie wellness together with our sports
teams,” he said. “I tie that with intramurals and
UREC, so I’d like to keep some of these elements
semi-separate.”
Giovanetti also said that JMU might be
hurting themselves by moving into a tougher

athletic conferences in
the FBS.
“I think the secret
of getting funding with
the athletics program
is success,” he said. “If
you move into a tougher arena, your success
deteriorates significantly, causing what I would
say is a step back from
some of the community
interest.”
Warner responded saying that if JMU
is to become a better
university, it needs to
make that major financial commitment.
“On the [Football
Championship Subdivision] scale, in terms of
annual support, there
is a reliance upon the
fee of what it’s going
to take to support our
Holly Warfield /The Breeze
program,” said Bourne.
“Our ability to gener- Accounting professor Tim Louwers voiced concerns about alumni not donating enough to support athletic aspirations during
ate revenues, to help with Thursday’s meeting. Louwers said since the many alumni support the change, they should play a bigger role in funding its budget.
that, is somewhat limited
within the FCS.”
— but he did explain that the reason for JMU’s
“JMU is in the higher level of ‘due diligence’ so
He also pointed out that the opportunities higher spending is full-cost accounting.
I think it is exemplary from JMU in my judgment
afforded to FBS-level schools, such as more
According to Bourne, many schools will professionally to have forums like this and these
televised games, can result in higher revenues accredit athletics expenses to other budgets to other methods of contact and input that come
for the school.
keep reported costs down. For example, if a new from online and in person,” Carr said.
Alex Leidholdt, a media arts and design building is constructed on a campus to house an
David McGraw, speaker of the Faculty Senprofessor, said the current economic situa- athletic training facility but also has offices in it ate, opened the meeting with a statement that
tion might not support increased funding in for another department on campus, the build- before this administration, an open dialogue
ing fees can be attributed to a different budget. such as Thursday’s probably would not have
athletics.
“The fact that we’ve just been through the However, JMU Athletics operates using full-cost happened.
worst economic recession since the Great accounting and would report such expenses in
Both Bourne and Carr were pleased with the
Depression and we’re just barely coming out its budget.
feedback they received from the Senate.
of it now — the desperate national situation that
The dialogue between professors and the
“We’ve got colleagues at other institutions
we’ve been under in the university,” he said. athletics representatives covered academics that have gone through this and there’s not this
“In the midst of that we’re considering putting as well. While some were focused mainly on kind of dialogue,” Bourne said after the meetmore money into athletics, which I personally keeping as much school funding in academ- ing. “That’s not clearly what we want, and what
ics as possible, others were concerned that a we expect.”
consider excessive. It’s frankly astonishing.”
Regarding the financial side of the Carr move to another conference could leave JMU
Bourne and the athletics department have
Report, some faculty members argued that with surrounded by schools with lower academic reached out to many student and alumni groups
for feedback on the report as well, but encourage
JMU already having one of the highest athletic standards than it has seen in the CAA.
budgets of all FCS schools, a move up would
Transparency in this process was one thing the those who have not yet given their feedback to
only put more burden on the students to pay.
faculty immediately thanked the athletics rep- do so. If you wish to give feedback to the univerBourne did not have a direct answer to the resentatives for on Friday. According to Carr, sity, go to jmu.edu/madisonfuture before Friday.
students shouldering the brunt of the cost for a whose company has consulted with hundreds
move up — at least until the television deals and of universities, this transparency is actually quite Contact The Breeze at
breezeeditor@gmail.com.
money from bigger games starts to compensate “unique” to JMU.

CRew | ‘Picking up really quick’
from page 7

Practice also proved more difficult before
the dock was built.
“We had to carry the heavy boats down the
parking lot and walk them into the really cold
water up to our waist,” Barnett said.
All of the team’s boats are used. Members
say connections to other teams and coaches are everything when they need boats for
less money.
“It’s mostly financial,” said Haley Mangum, equipment manager for the team. “We
get a lot of years out of them, and it’s all about
maintenance. So we’re doing fine, but we’re
kind of the end of the line for most boats.”
Other teams notice they’re different.
Teams have approached JMU crew and said
that they think it’s nice that the Dukes row
“antiques.”
Gratton remembers another hurtful
comment.
“We had an older gentleman come up to
us at one regatta who had seen one of the
boats from the early 80s and said that he

rowed this boat in high school,” Gratton said.
“People definitely notice and I cried a little bit
that day.”
But equipment isn’t always a hindrance to
the team’s performance. It also has its benefits.
“We definitely have a lot more experience
jerry-rigging boats and shuffling parts around
than other teams would,” Rand said.
JMU crew club’s next regatta is the Head of
the Hooch in Chattanooga, Tenn., on Nov. 1.
In the team’s first regatta, the Occoquan Challenge in Prince William, Va. on Oct. 5, both of
the men’s teams entered finished fourth, and
the three women’s teams finished fourth, fifth
and sixth respectively.
Rand is pleased with the direction the team
is headed.
“We’re not really on the same level as clubs
like U.Va. or Virginia Tech that have a lot more
funding and a lot more history,” Rand said.
“But the novices this year have been picking
up really quick, so I’m optimistic about it.”
Contact Lucy Plant at
plantlc@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Classifieds
College Station townhouse. 4BR/2BA. Short
term lease and pets accepted. $1000. Available now or
next year. 540.810.0474 or
crownrestorations@gmail.
com
New
One
Bedroom
Apartments with Stainless Steel Appliances Available 2014-15 School Year
540-564-2659
www.castleproperty.com

Devon
Lane
2-3-4
Bedroom Townhomes
available 2014-2015. 540435-7339. 540-435-7861.
Beautiful brick country home near city.
$1200/mo. Pets ok. crownrestorations@gmail.com

JAMES MCHONE JEWLERY
“Where JMU buys their diamonds”
14K White Gold 1.36cts Diamond Ring
Center Diamond 0.55cts Princess Cut SI2 HI

This Week $1600
!
*All of our diamonds are graded by an on staff
GIA Diamond Graduate
Visit us at 75 S. Court Square Harrisonburg or www.mchonejewelry.com

Last minute beds available
for Fall 2013!

Call TODAY!

O
S

2

The Overlook

at Stone Spring

607 John Tyler Circle
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

www.overlookatstonespring.com
EQUAL HOUSING
OPPURTUNITY
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